Virtual Chat Tips  for managing synchronous interactions with students online Tips are based on: Driscoll, M. (1998). Web-based training. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass/Pfeiffer;  Herring, S. (1999). “Interactional coherence in CMC,” Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication. [Online],4 (4). Available: http://www.ascusc.org/jcmc/vol4/issue4/herring.html;  feedback from students in our web-based courses using both WebCT and Blackboard’s CourseInfo (1997-2001).	       		                    By  Marj Ashcraft & Joan McMahon, 2001
Tips
Why?/How?
Consider…
Try Out Some Chat Sessions On the Web for yourself before using the tool with students.
The experience gives you a chance to:
	Analyze the advantages & drawbacks of chat sessions

Plan ahead for students’ chat sessions to avoid pitfalls & improve on the benefits you experienced.
What aspects of the chats did you find satisfying/unsatisfying? Why? How might you be able to use/improve on them for your students’ use?
Test Out Your Courseware Tools With Others (faculty, friends, students). 
Software glitches—slow response times, imprecise directions for using chat tools, etc.—can impact learning adversely.  Trying out software in advance lets you deal proactively with problems to keep them from impeding the learning.
Do you have students experienced in the courseware who could/would help others and/or suggest tips for more effective online interaction?
Limit the number of participants in chat sessions.
Driscoll recommends that groups of 5-7 should be used to keep the conversation from lagging (because of too few members) or dissolving into chaos (because of too many participants).
How experienced/comfortable are you with virtual chat?  You may want to keep groups smaller at first—i.e., 3-4 participants & you. 
Set clear goals and parameters before the chat session.


As with any directed discussion, let students know the:
	purpose/topic (What is the focus? What issue is to be resolved, if any?)
	time/date for the session (Remember, this is synchronous interaction: set a date/time agreeable to all participants)
	session time limit (i.e., 45 minutes? An hour?). 

How will learning be enhanced by using Virtual Chat? (i.e., improve group inter-action? build analytical skills?) What ques-tions might you prepare to encourage the learning & stimulate dialogue?  How will you grade/evaluate performance? 
Appoint a chat moderator before the session. 
An effective chat moderator helps:
	keep discussions on track by deferring topics which become stale, deadlocked, or sidetrack the chat (“Well, we seem to have hit an impasse on this topic. Let’s move on to…”)
	get all to join in by drawing out passive learners (“Claudia, what do you think about…”) & keeping others from dominating the discussion (“You’ve made some interesting points, Su.  Let’s hear what some of our other participants have to say…Lise?”).

For students new to virtual chat, you may want to assume the role of moderator or assign a more experienced student.  After-wards, have students review/analyze the moderator’s tactics and draft their own chat guidelines for future sessions.
Establish basic chat rules before the session begins.


Guidelines may include the following:
	using a “signoff” to let others know when one has finished his/ her thought (learners often hit the “Enter” key before finishing an idea, leading others to jump in prematurely.  You may want students to type “OVER” or “Out” when completing ideas/queries.
	Having the moderator decide when others may join in 

       (MOD:  “Pat, is there anything you wanted to add to your thought?”
PAT:    “No, that’s pretty much what I wanted to say.”
MOD:   “Hakim, how would you go about implementing Pat’s ideas? And if not, why not?”)
	Have participants submit questions to the moderator before the chat or outside the discussion panel  (i.e., the Q & A panel in CourseInfo).  Herring notes Cherny’s (1999) account of participants typing in a pre-selected special character to indicate to the moderator they wished to be called on (as if raising a hand to speak).  

	The moderator will give a 2 minute alert when a chat is to end so participants can finalize their thoughts/questions.
Whatever role you chose for yourself in the chat sessions—monitor/ moderator/ just another participant:
	clarify your role for students,

encourage them to set guidelines for your interaction relative to that role,
abide by those guidelines throughout the chat.

Summarize the chat
Have students summarize the key points of the chat.    Driscoll suggests posting these to the discussion board to launch a threaded discussion for the entire class.
Have students suggest ideas for improving the chat sessions/tools/software.


